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Outline
● Difference between the single and stand-alone mode

● What can we do  with a single station using pulsars?

● Beamformed (BF) data calibration with Jones Matrix

● Pulsar Rotation Measure corrections using Dump

● Some results from Superterp

E-Jones 0329+54 (RM= -64) 48MHz-785MHz



  

Single and Stand-alone mode
when using a single station

➔ Single station mode
A station is operated
by ILT (International LOFAR 
Telescope). The observed
data goes up to Blue Gene
in Gronigen.

➔Bonn stand-alone mode
MPI-Bonn people operate the
Effelsberg station. The observed
data is transferred to the local
PCs in the station.

 Each PC can handle 12MHz
 bandwidths
 [61 subbands].
  

Blue Gene

Local PCs

Pulsar 0329+54
Effelsberg station

Pulsar 0329+54
Nancay station



  

ILT and Stand alone time
at Effelsberg

Stand alone time

Stand alone time

Stand alone time

Stand alone time

ILT

ILT

ILT

ILT

ILT

3 days a week in Stand-alone mode3 days a week in Stand-alone mode



  

Dump (software name)

ssh

ssh

UDP packets
100MB/s

Bonn

Effelsberg

lofar1 lofar2 lofar3 lofar4

61subband
(12MHz)

61subband
(12MHz)

61subband
(12MHz)

61subband
(12MHz)

UDP Dump
UDP Dump



  

The name “Dump” is
 stirring up controversy...

My English teachers



  

UDP packets from a station

244 subbands
(61 subband x 4PCs )

Header 16 byte Data (Xr,Xi,Yr,Yi) 7808 byte

lofar1

lofar2

lofar3

lofar4

 Each lofar PC can handle 61 subbands.
 The maximum frequency coverage is approximately 48MHz.
 (244 subband with 200MHz clock).
 100MB/s even when using one subband.
 The packet loss is almost zero when ignoring the first 20 packets. 

Header

Data (Xr,Xi,Yr,Yi)

version, source info, configuration, station, beamlets, time stamp,...

UDP Packets
100MB/s x 4 (1.5TB/h)

Xr(2byte),Xi(2byte),Yr(2byte),Yi(2byte),Xr(2byte)...



  

Pulsars with the Effelsberg station

PSR 2217+47
(61sub[12MHz]:10min

PSR 0329+54 
(61sub[12MHz]:1min)

PSR 0823+26
(61sub[12MHz]:10min)

Pulse dispersion (experience
of a frequency dependent
Index of refraction in the ISM

De-dispersion (alignment of
the signals from the pulsar)

Pulsar profile



  

Various things are possible using 
pulsars during the stand alone time

➔Pulsar timing
➔Measurement of pulsar Rotation Measures
➔Station beam investigation using pulsars
➔Monitoring pulsars (intermittent pulsar, ionosphere effect, etc.)
➔More...

0329+54 pulsar timing
0329+54 (RM= -64)



  

But pulsar profile is not calibrated



  

Station Beam pointing at around
 the zenith (Elevation 82 degree)



  

Station Beam pointing away from
 the zenith (Elevation 14 degrees)
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Calibration of BF data 
with Jones matrices J(f,t)

(J.Hamaker et al. 1996)

J(f,t)
x
y

X
Y =

E =

J= CEF...

Each matrix consists a 2x2 matrix.

ex)

Each element of the matrix is a complex.



  

Calibration of BF data 
with Jones matrices J(f,t)

(J.Hamaker et al. 1996)

E-Jones

F x
yEX

Y
...= C
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Calibration of BF data 
with Jones matrices J(f,t)

(J.Hamaker et al. 1996)

F x
yEX

Y
...=

X
Y =

x
yE

-1

If the other matrices except E are close to
identity matrices, the incoming complex
vector can be extracted.

C



  

Dump can calibrate 
BF data from any station



  



  

Really calibrate the BF data?



  

RM before and after applying
 E-Jones Matrix to Pulsar 0329+54

 with subband 240-300 (147-159MHz)

Pulsar 0329+54
RM=-64

Effelsberg HBA

Wikipedia



  

Pulsar 0329+54 RM=-63.7 from a pulsar catalog

Rotation Measure Correction
 with Jones Matrix (Success)

RM=-64

RM=+64

Pulsar profile Rotation Measure Polarization profile

Pulsar profile Rotation Measure Polarization profile

BeforeBefore

AfterAfter



  

Stokes I, V and Linear

Before calibration After calibration



  

Rotation Measure Correction
 with Jones Matrix (Fail)

BeforeBefore

AfterAfter

Pulsar profile Rotation Measure

Pulsar profile Rotation Measure

RM=+64

RM=0

RM=+64RM=-64

RM=0



  

Investigation of the station beam
with psr 0329+54



  

0329+54 for one minute every hour,
 over a 24 hour window (mode5)
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0329+54 for one minute every hour,
 over a 24 hour window (mode5)



  

0329+54 for one minute every hour,
 over a 24 hour window (mode5)



  

Elevation : 56 degrees Elevation : 53 degrees

When the calibration table is perfect, the 
station sensitivity should be symmetrical 

about the meridian, but...



  

Conclusions / Future plans

● There are 3 days a week for the stand alone time at present. 

● E-Jones Matrix corrects a pulsar RM at a certain direction. 
The reason could be due to a calibration table installed in 
Effelsberg station.

● Superterp calibration is the best for investigation of how E-
Jones works because Effeslberg station still has a calibration 
table problem and 5n second issue.

● Installation of a beam model (Tobia) in Dump to compare 
with the existing beam model.

● Pulsar timing, pulsar polarization, pulsar search, intermittent 
pulsar monitoring and all that... Michael, please give me a 
multi year contract! 



  

A few more slides



  

Some preliminary results from
Superterp tied-array HBA
observation of PSR B0823+26
on 13th - 14th November2011
in raw voltage mode.
(Sobey. C)



  

48MHz-785MHz



  

Thank you


